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with -quartz _crystals, the crystals being perfect, but looking as
tho they had been twisted and mashed. 

-

The following minerals rvere reported from the locality, but
were not observed by the writer: dibpside, monticellite, Iudwigite,
phlogopite, magnetite, chalcocite, 

- 
tetrahedrite, fluorite and

pyromorphite.

at its base, while on the opposite side of the peak, but higher up,
the beautiful Lackawaxen Lake is situated,-making it an ideal
spot to spend a summer vacation.
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(Continued from page 83)

Every plane or face of a crystal we have described has cut one or
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more of the axes, and in every case where a plane has cut an axis it
has been only and entirely at its outer end.

The next four forms cut the axes at some other point than the
ends (or the center, where the axes crclss).

This is indicated by symbols larger than 1, such as 2. The

210 and 210 would be the two such faces on the front face of
the cube that would be narallel to c. These would cut the a
axis half lvay from thc center and & at its ends.

They would not be as flat as the faces of the cube nor as steep
as the faces of the doclecahedron. The symbols of these last,
100 and 110, may be multipliedby 2 and written 200 ancl 220,
rvhen it is at once seen that 210. the svmbol for a face of the
four-faced-cube, has a slant midway between them.

This suggests the second great law of crystallography'- that the
planes which cut one axis divide it into parts,which,for the dif-
ferent planes, bear simple numerical relations, as twice, three
times, a half, a third, two thirds, (2 to 3), three halves, (3 to 2), etc.

All the angles in a zone, if measured not in degrees but in
"offsets," as elevations, or as tangents, bear simple ratios or
relations to each other (in other rvords, they are commensurable).
This is called the rationality of the indexes, and is the second
fundamental law of crystallography.

Each of the four faces of the cube parallel to r has two pyramid

c zolre
on 100 on 010
210, 2to t2o,12o

on Too on oT0
2ro,21o l to,  l to

It is plain that this could be done with very Iittle thinking,
indeed, mechanically. On 100 and on 100 the symbols are the
s&me, except that for faces that are opposite one another the signs
are all reversed. To reverse the signs always indicates a face
directly opposite a given face.

The faces in the i zone, the symbols of which always have 0
in the third place, are called prism faces, except when they are the
faces of a cube or pinacoid.

(To be continued)




